DUTCH DRAFT
All the way from a small Dutch village called
Lieshout. This hoppy clear golden Pilsener is a
proper party in a glass. € 2,50 / € 3,50 / € 5,50

AYINGER WEIZEN (0.5L) 5.1%
Ze Germans are coming, and they're bringing
another great Weizener from a place called
Aying. This half-liter bottle is filled to the brim
with misty yellow wheat beer and a hint of
banana. € 6

LA TRAPPE BLONDE 6.5%

BOON KRIEK 4%

BAVARIA PILSENER 5%

These Dutch monks know what they're
doing. If you're into coriander, banana and
citrus, you're gonna love this golden-yellow
Blonde. € 3 / € 4,50 / € 6

Are you ready to pop your cherry? Try this
tartish, cherry-flavored beer from Lembeek,
Belgium. It may hurt a little at first but you'll
learn to love it. € 4

LA TRAPPE 'WITTE TRAPPIST' 5.5%
Can we get another amen for the monks! This
misty, refreshing, Dutch white beer isn't just
great in the summer. Believe! € 3 / € 4,50 / € 6

BEAR CIDER 5%
Not in the mood for a beer, why not go for a
Bear... Cider. Not only does it have a great sweetand-sour taste but it's a natural product, too,
and low in calories to boot. € 6,50

BOTTLED & CANNED

STONE IPA (CAN) 6.9%

BROOKLYN LAGER 5,2%
Straight outta Brooklyn, a tasty treat named
Brooklyn Lager. This amber-colored lager has a
refreshing bitterness and a floral hop aroma that
goes great with our burgers. € 6

BRUGSE ZOT 6%
The brewers at the Halve Maan brewery in Brugge, Belgium know their stuff. This crafted blond
beer has a complex bittersweet flavor that'll
leave you wanting more. € 5

VAN DE OIRSPRONG DUBBEL 6.8%
No, you're not seeing Double. But you might be
after drinking this sweet and smoky dark Ale
from Oirschot, The Netherlands. € 5,50
VAN DE OIRSPRONG TRIPEL 8.4%
If you've tried the double, why not go one step
further and get yourself a Tripel. It's a spicy and
bittersweet Tripel, again from the guys at Van de
Oirsprong. € 5,50

One of the most well-respected and best selling
IPAs in The States. This amber-colored beauty
explodes into tropical, citric and piny hop flavors
and aromas. € 6

DE MOLEN ‘HOP & LIEFDE’ 4.8%
This is not your run of the mill beer. This Pale Ale
will surprise you with a fresh citric and hoppy
flavor so hop on and feel the love. € 5,50

DE MOLEN ‘HEKSEN & TROLLEN’ 6.1%
Heksen & Trollen translates into Witches &
Trolls. We know where the name comes from
but we're not telling. Just try and experience this
spicy and citric Saison beer from Bodegraven,
The Netherlands. € 6
JEVER FUN 0%
Out with your friends and they've made you the
designated driver? Fear not. This clear, golden,
non-alcoholic pilsener from Jever, Germany has
the bitter and hoppy flavor of any good traditional
pilsener. € 3

ASK OUR STAFF FOR ADDITIONAL SEASONAL BEERS

